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Abstract
736,940 is the number of females in Kuwait between the ages of 15 and 64,1 the general age
range that I address in my work. 736,940 is a visual exploration of the social status of Kuwaiti
women in relation to tradition, religion, authority, and their physical and emotional negotiation of
Kuwaiti society. The work explores the role of Kuwaiti traditions that create and maintain a lower
status for Kuwaiti women. Through visualizing women’s anonymity and representations of
cultural authority I deconstruct the power struggle in a disconnected and unequal society. I
employ various media to define, comment on, and critique issues that contribute to the creation of
a Kuwaiti woman.
I investigate Kuwaiti women’s social status through ideas of authority and anonymity. Authority
is explored through examining censorship and the social roles assigned to women. I utilize the
idea of anonymity to communicate how Kuwaiti women are perceived and how they function
within the confines of both spoken and unspoken social rules.
My work is comprised of portraits of Kuwaiti women, constructed photographic scenes,
deconstructed videos, and books to explore the different aspects of Kuwaiti women’s negotiation
of their preconceived social roles.
My temporary/current position as an outsider—born in Kuwait and currently living in the United
States —is an underlying element of the various bodies of work that I created. My physical and
emotional detachment enabled me to produce the work for 736,940. The feeling of removal from
Kuwait translated to my working process and the artwork itself. 736,940 was conceived in
Kuwait but realized in the U.S., removing it from its place of origin, and in many cases, its
original form.

1

As of July 2012 according to The Central Intelligence Agency, www.cia.gov
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Introduction
Kuwaiti proverbs reveal values and beliefs of Kuwaiti society. “A man’s transgression is simply
not,” is a common one that confirms and actualizes Kuwaiti beliefs regarding the superior status
of men and a fundamentally gender-biased society. “May God keep our lives unchanged,” is
another widely used proverb. It shows how much Kuwaiti society fears change and also explains
how the desire for transformation is absent. I create work both in Kuwait and the United States;
my working process represents the displacement that I feel. This state of in-between encapsulates
my dilemma, my feelings of betrayal towards my country, yet also, the need to express my
beliefs. It also lessens the chance of being overly influenced by one culture over the other. I am
informed by personal history, media culture, as well as facts, and current statistics that I use as a
backdrop for expressing and challenging the themes of anonymity, confinement, displacement,
and submission of Kuwaiti women.
My first photographic attempt to explore the unequal gender status of Kuwaiti women was guilty
of a stereotypical viewpoint and clichéd imagery (Fig.
1). However, it helped me realize the style and themes
of the work that I wanted to produce, and that
indirectly exploring the status of women in Kuwait
would result in a richer outcome that is open to
multiple interpretations. In 736,940, I refrain from
depicting stereotypical representations of Muslim
women or using comparisons between East and West
to illustrate women’s struggles in Kuwait. A quote
from Iranian artist Shirin Neshat articulates my desire
to create work that engages the complexity of Kuwaiti
women’s status: “For me it is vital to portray a theme
from within in order to create something that is pure
and not to succumb to the pressure of drawing
Figure 1. Untitled, 2010
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parallels between two cultures.”2

Shirin Neshat. Shirin Neshat. (Austria: Kunsthalle Wien, 2000),10.

A Short History

In the twentieth century, Kuwait underwent major events, such as the discovery of oil (1938) and
the Iraqi invasion (1990), that could have improved the status of its women, but failed to do so.
The majority of Kuwait’s population is middle class and conservative. With the discovery of oil,
Kuwait rapidly modernized and its citizens became very rich. Although people began to travel
and interact with Western cultures, only upper class, non-conservative merchants sent their
daughters abroad for education.3
Fifty years later, when the Iraqi regime invaded and occupied Kuwait, many women joined both
the armed and unarmed resistances, and many were tortured and killed. Women played a major
role in keeping the social structure of Kuwait intact during the occupation. These events changed
some of Kuwait’s societal and political ideas but many regressive policies and ideals remained
untouched. After the liberation of Kuwait, women were still not granted the right to vote.
Women’s social status has significantly improved since pre-oil Kuwait, but it is not equal to that
of men.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word anonymous means having no outstanding,
individual, or unusual features; unremarkable or impersonal. When I describe Kuwaiti women as
an anonymous entity, my intent is to describe the way that Kuwaiti society works relentlessly and
successfully to constrain their individuality, personality, and strength. When associating
anonymity with a Muslim community, the veil might jump out as the logical example, and
indeed, it exemplifies visible anonymity, but this oversimplifies the issue. The veil reduces to one
singular “visible” object injustices in divorce rights, social obligations, the right of women to
confer their citizenship to their children, etc. In my work, I critique the veil only as a part of a
more complex system of power that imposes control over Kuwaiti women. Women’s anonymity
in Kuwaiti culture takes four shapes: visible, invisible, imposed, and self-imposed.
In pre-oil Kuwait, architecture was radically different; mud houses were built in a way that
reinforced women’s culture of anonymity. Women weren’t allowed to leave the house unless they
got married and moved to their husbands’ house. Houses only had windows that overlooked an
interior courtyard, so women could neither be heard nor seen or see any strangers passing by
3

Amani Saleh Alessa, Women's Movements In: Kuwait, Egypt, Iran, and the UK (Central Milton Keynes:
AuthorHouse, 2010), 10.
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outside.4 In post-oil Kuwait, invisible anonymity is introduced when a girl reaches puberty.
Female/male interaction reduces enormously, if not completely. Most Bedouin Kuwaitis restrain
women from interacting with any male figure outside of their immediate family; urbanized
Kuwaitis allow women to interact only when necessary, for example, with professors, vendors, or
doctors. Invisible anonymity in Kuwait resides in predetermined ideas of appropriate conduct,
and takes the shape of spatial and physical segregation.
Imposed anonymity is outside of a woman’s control; it is determined by tradition. A Kuwaiti
woman must always hide behind an image of a mentally healthy, heterosexual and, if single,
celibate woman. She should not declare a premarital relationship or a homosexual identity. Selfimposed might be the most important form of anonymity because it is the only way women can
and do practice culturally prohibited activities in Kuwaiti society. Here women operate through
obscuring their identity, thus protecting themselves from ridicule, gossip, and scandal. For
example, many take on nicknames when navigating social media and obscure their faces on the
Internet. A woman involved in a premarital relationship may use a false name. Self-regulated
anonymity is challenging but in most cases necessary and thus becomes second nature.
Moving to the United States in 2010 marked a very important shift in my life as a Kuwaiti
woman. Growing up in Kuwait, I always loathed the lower gender status of Kuwaiti women, but
never created artistic work about those feelings. Being in that category of lower citizenship and
living within the confinement of rules tailored to suppress women, I had no sense of detachment
from the culture, which made it hard to critique it. I realized that I needed an amount of distance
to be able to begin forming views and critiques about my own culture. This detachment emerged
as a result of my geographical distance from Kuwait and made it possible for me to create work
about the struggles that Kuwaiti women face. Living abroad and being temporarily free of those
struggles, I was able to comment on the constraints that I have lived under and to which I will one
day return.

4

Alessa, Women’s Movements, 8.
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The Beginning: We Are Objects

In Kuwait, social roles are strictly biological. Regardless of the class or social background of a
Kuwaiti family, a constant underlying system exists that assigns the different roles to its members.
Men dominate the public space, while women control the home; however, that temporary
leadership role fades away as soon as the man returns home. What is taught inside the household
is not only informed by the outside but also practiced outside; families have little space to deviate
from society’s norms. Social roles always begin in the home; in Kuwait a woman is a daughter
first, then a wife, and then a mother. To excel at all three of these roles is a woman’s gateway to
social acceptance and possibly a place in heaven. When a girl comes home late, if seen by a
neighbor she creates a reason for gossip. Because Kuwaiti families have complete reign over their
daughters, many take advantage of the power. Women in Kuwait live by their family’s beliefs as
a means of survival.
Men dominate high public positions, which means there are unspoken rules and regulations that
women should abide by so they will not disrupt men’s work. A woman’s life is tailored to enrich
a man’s life; often women further mold themselves to the interest of men to be good Muslims, an
ideology that does not reflect proper Islam but rather a patriarchal abuse of power in the name of
Islam.

Figure 2. We Are Objects installation view, SPAS Gallery, 2012
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We Are Objects (Fig. 3) was the first body of work that I made about Kuwaiti women and it was
the catalyst to all the works that followed. The photographs depict household objects as
metaphors to translate some of the physical and emotional struggles Kuwaiti women go through.
The two main themes in this series are constraint and residue; they symbolize confinement and
the traces of passive female presence. The enclosed objects are suffocated, displaced, and isolated,
indicating the insignificance of the subject. They are placed in the center of the frame, in soft
lighting, and without distraction from the surrounding space. This alludes to the discreet conflict
between women and society, as they are not locked behind closed doors but are stripped from
making simple lifestyle choices.

Figure 3. We Are Objects, 2010

The use of ordinary objects represents the subtle constraints Kuwaiti women experience, their
role in the domestic domain, and their negotiation of these limitations—these objects are
disposable, replaceable, and could easily become inadequate.

5

Utilizing household objects to discuss an
issue related to women has precedents.
Martha Rosler’s Semiotics of the Kitchen,
1975 (Fig. 4), is a Western example of
criticizing the preconceived role of a
housewife determined by social ideology.
Rosler alphabetically names kitchen utensils
and exaggeratedly gestures their usage to
suggest disdain with the predetermined
Figure 4. Martha Rosler, Semiotics of the Kitchen, 1975.

principles of the domestic space.

Video still ©1997 - 2013, Electronic Arts Intermix

In Notes of a Housewife (Fig. 5) artist Neda Razavipour
uses a washing machine as a metaphor for the
ramifications of women’s roles as housewives. Children’s
toys are tossed around, drowning helplessly. Razavipour
visualizes the submissive nature of a housewife and the
relationship between what women want to do and what
they have to do.
Figure 5. Neda Razavipour, Notes of a
Housewife, 2005. Video still © Neda
Razavipour

Photographer Shadi Ghadirian’s Like EveryDay (Fig. 6) explores
women’s identities through household objects. Ghadirian stages
portraits of veiled women, covering each of their faces with a
household object that references a variety of domestic roles
assigned to women. Her portraits show women who are hidden
behind household objects that seem to both exhaust and
empower them.
Figure 6. Shadi Ghadirian, Like
EveryDay, 2000. C-Print ©
Shadi Ghadirian
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Conditional Censorship

In Muslim societies, aside from covering the head, most
women are expected to cover their bodies in whole or in
part. When western magazines are imported, they are
manually censored to suit Sharia5 laws (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Wallpaper magazine, Sept 2005. Censored Dior advertisement CC licensed by Jonathan Lundqvist

In West by East (Fig.8), Ghadirian investigates the limitations
placed on visual culture in Iran, which is evident in how art
history books and fashion magazines are censored.6 She
critiques and mocks those limitations without conforming to
familiar representations of oppression. The women in her
photographs appear strong and indifferent, showing how
desensitized women in the Middle East have become toward the
many forms of inequality, while at the same time being
unmistakably disturbed.
Figure 8. Shadi Ghadirian, West by East, 2004. C-Print. © Shadi Ghadirian

In Censored Dresses (Fig. 9), artist David Siepert examines the cross culture of advertisements in
the Middle East and the West. Siepert redesigns and produces these Censored Dresses. This work
is in response to the images that can be found in magazines around the Middle East. In doing so,
he examines the new form of meaning that is created when Western fashion travels to the Middle
East through censorship channels.

5

According to author Ziauddin Sardar, Sharia is normally translated as “Islamic law.” It is, however, not
“law” but a set of regulations, principles, and values from which legislation and law are drawn. While
Sharia is eternal, Islamic law—like all law—evolves and grows and continues to change as the Muslim
situation changes.
6
Rose Issa, ed. Shadi Ghadirian, (London: Saqi, 2008), 11.
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Figure 9. From Censored Dresses, Left: censored advert from a magazine bought in Bahrain – right:
reinterpretation by David Siepert, 2012. C-Print © David Siepert

In my work, I’ve been exploring this notion of censorship as a visual form of repression. The
products I photograph in Conditional Censorship intrigued me because of the use of modern
technology as a tool for censorship. Unlike magazine censorship, these products are not altered
postproduction but instead are censored in their manufacturing phase. Authority is then not only
enforced on women to cover up their hair and body but extends to how they are represented or
viewed in commercial media. The colorful and ornate nature of the products does not distract
from the erasure or hiding of the women’s faces, but instead raises the questions, why, how, and
when they were erased or hidden.
Conditional Censorship consists of photographs of products geared to women such as hair oil or
henna. With these products I integrate seemingly ambiguous objects: a self-lighting coal, an
abaya,7 and a urine sample canister. The battered state in which the actual products appear
suggests the journey those products have made: They traveled with me across two continents and
an ocean to be photographed in the U.S. Although these products are for women, male religious
authorities decide the amount of censorship in the representation of women that appear on the
advertisements. Since many believe that a woman’s face and/or body is awra (sexual), the female
body is partially covered, or censored. Men have control over imports or products sold in Kuwait
and magazines are filled with black ink covering women’s bodies. The disfiguration of products
7

The abaya is a loose over-garment, essentially a robe-like black dress, worn by some women in parts of
the Islamic world.

8

that show women’s faces or body parts led manufacturers or product designers to “pre-censor”
images of women. This body of work illustrates how designers create new rules of product design
and new ideas and ways to advertise products and accommodate Kuwaiti codes of public display.
The lack of censored products geared to men implies their normal appearance; they are imported,
unaltered, and displayed for sale.
For this body of work, I chose newsprint as the substrate to reference advertisements and the
relation to newspaper and magazine censorship. The way the ink wrinkles the delicate paper
further illustrates corruption and negative interference, although it produces beautiful shapes and
textures, referring back to the advertisements and commercial products. The photograph doesn’t
simply sit on the paper like inkjet printing, but it starts to live in the paper, it has a lifespan and
eventually fades, resembling humanity.
In Product I (Fig. 10), the face is completely masked; it is a woman’s face with no features,
although it is clear that the product is promoting hair oil. The bottle’s design, ornamentation, and
the alarmingly erased face all reveal the designer’s deliberate decision to remove the face.
Product II (Fig. 11) shows the model’s back, basically the opposite of hijab,8 where the likeness
can be seen but not the hair. In this image the hair is seen but not the face, negating the idea that
hair makes a woman attractive; rather, it seems that the idea is to have something covered where
one or the other (face or hair) can be present but not both.

Figures 10 and 11 respectively. Product I and Product II from series Conditional Censorship, 2012
8

The hijab is a head covering worn in public by some Muslim women.
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In Product III (Fig. 12) there is no evidence of a photographic representation but instead a
graphic one. Although the woman on the box is non-photographic, facial features are still
obscured. Here the woman’s face is twice removed. The colorful rectangular box in Product IV
(Fig. 13) could be seen as more provocative. The henna product shows hands in a delicate gesture
as well as the lower portion of a female’s face with the eyes cropped. Eyes can be seductive or
attractive, thus the woman’s face only appears partially.

Figures 12 and 13 respectively. Product III and Product IV from series Conditional Censorship, 2012

I photograph these products not to memorialize them but rather to direct focus on them. I
integrated ambiguous objects to create a critique of commercial censorship and how it translates
into society and vice versa. I chose black objects inspired by the abaya. Blackness here is an
object and a subject, a color and a form, an idea and a purpose. A tool for control, it is a solid
color—one cannot see through blackness. It censors a woman’s body in print and in her daily life.

10

Figures 14, 15 and 16 respectively. Abaya, Self-lighting Coal, and Urine Sample Canister from series
Conditional Censorship, 2012

In Abaya (Fig. 14), the garment hangs on the wall, suspended between the ceiling and the floor in
a bare environment. This object is meant to be worn, to cover the woman’s figure from head to
toe; it hides and hinders the movement of the woman wearing it. Instead, it conjures a ghost, a
corpse, or a body bag. In Self-lighting Coal (Fig. 15), there is a round object without a clear sense
of scale. This object looks like asphalt; if one looks closely, bits and pieces of it are scattered to
one corner of the frame. This shows impermanence, that this will end, catastrophically or
beautifully. This object might combust or it could just dissolve away. Although regular charcoal
and self-lighting charcoal need an outer source to function (be lit), self-lighting charcoal only
needs a jump-start. It contains its own fuel and with a small amount of fire, it relies on itself to
become completely functional. Men have the fire, if they hold on to it; women will stay dormant,
unusable, and not useful.
Urine Sample Canister (Fig. 16) shows a container with dark matter in it. It could be solid or
liquid, but it is clearly full. The5occupied space, reinforced by the measurements on the canister,
relates to how constrained women are and how little space they have to maneuver. I also examine
the urine sample canister as a medical tool; the black matter in the canister suggests illness,
rendering it inadequate, much like the Kuwaiti woman in Kuwaiti society.

11

What does it feel like?

Kuwaiti women engage with cultural injustices in different ways: I have sisters who cope with the
gender-biased culture, friends who defy it, and cousins who embrace it. The more I investigate
these injustices, the more interested I become in knowing how women from different social
classes, economical backgrounds, and familial lineage negotiate such prejudice. On a short trip to
Kuwait, I took a small digital camera and tripod and made video interviews of seventeen women
between the ages of 19 and 33 for the video What does it feel like? (Fig. 17). The interviewees
were veiled and non-veiled, single and married, students and workers, and from different social
backgrounds. The camera was static and the interviewees were asked one question: What does it
feel like to be a Kuwaiti woman in comparison to what they thought it means to be a Kuwaiti
man? They were confronted with the camera, an environment with which, it later occurred to me,
most of these women were not very comfortable.
I took the raw footage back to the U.S. and spent more than five months transcribing, deciphering,
and studying its content. The results were enlightening, but also somewhat shocking. In the final
edit, I present a number of the women with extreme close ups on their hands and excerpts from
their interviews as captions. The audience is left with nervous or erratic hand gestures and
conflicting statements between how each woman starts and ends her answer. Most of them tried
to express satisfaction but many of their answers were contradictory. Although they start with “I
feel blessed” or “living here is a privilege,” they later negate their own statements, saying things
like “we lack freedom” or “I would rather be a man.” This reveals how internal and external
needs and beliefs are in conflict, what these women would like to feel towards their culture, and
how they truly feel as well as how much they strive to cope as opposed to rebel, just so that they
can live in peace, or make-belief peace.

12

Figure 17. What does it feel like? 2011. Video stills and captions
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Photo Culture and Self-imposed Anonymity

Kuwaiti women rarely appear in historical photo books about Kuwait, and when they do, their
faces are hidden behind veils. Perhaps this shaped how photographs are negotiated in Kuwaiti
culture today, where photographs are equally cherished and loathed. As it is in all privileged
societies, post-oil Kuwaitis enjoy taking family snapshots and conserving family albums. Photo
studios are extensively available and cater to all classes, but other than identification photos (IDs),
photographs are meant for personal use, exchanged between friends and family for keepsakes
and/or for personal records.
In Kuwait, photographs are treated as physical extensions of women; when they are on display,
they threaten women’s protection from male strangers. Before the invention of Bluetooth
technology and the Internet, parents and husbands relied on physical decency through attire and
surveillance through monitoring women’s whereabouts to manage (protect) their honor. With the
emergence of digital technology, especially camera-equipped cell phones (allowing men to take
pictures of women and circulate them instantly), photographs have become even more strongly
linked to honor because of their instant nature and easy circulation. Conversely, the ubiquity of
social media sites in recent years is slightly shifting the attitude toward the accessibility of a
woman’s photograph. Both conservative and progressive attitudes exist, but it is safe to say that
the stigma against women appearing in photographs is alive and well.

Figure 18. The Culture of Looking, 2011. Video still
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The Culture of Looking

The Culture of Looking (Figs. 18 and 19) investigates and provides visual evidence of the idea of
self-imposed anonymity. By using an unattended, secretly recording digital video device, I take
from the idea of surveillance, where one may see the camera but have no clue if it was recording
or live streaming, who operates it, and for what reason. In this case, I investigate the Kuwaiti
public’s specific reactions to the camera. I left the camera recording and unattended for two hours
on the side of a long walkway and could be seen from afar, so the passerby could choose to look
at the camera or look away. Many things are revealed. After studying the footage, I thought of
ways to show the moment when each passerby gazes or glances at the camera. My main focus is
the public’s interaction with the camera, which is what led me to make video stills of each
passerby. I created a book containing the collection of video stills, emphasizing on each reaction.
Men passed with strong presence. They felt the right to look and investigate and to enjoy the
pleasure of fulfilling their curiosity. However, most women (fewer in number overall) avoided
the camera, some barely looked at the camera, and only a few confronted it. Although none of the
subjects knew the camera was running, some women chose to self-impose their anonymity.

Figure 19. The Culture of Looking, 2011. Page spread

15

Codes of Proper Conduct
In the past two years, I’ve traveled to Kuwait to create work and then back to the U.S. to realize it.
My working method was to plan a photographic or video session, conduct the work in Kuwait,
and then when I am back in the U.S. study the results and use postproduction tools to achieve the
optimum way to communicate my initial idea. Many times that idea fails to provoke thought or
emotions, and from there a new idea is born and another body of work is conceived. In Codes of
Proper Conduct (Figs. 20 and 21), I use themes of anonymity and individuality to explore
women’s position in Kuwaiti society. On a trip to Kuwait, I made several portraits of Kuwaiti
women; I thought about how to print these portraits and present them to my audience. I was
thinking about the women in the photographs, our conversations while making the images, and
how to best translate those conversations into visual form. I realized what all of these women had
in common: They had a lot to say but none of it was heard. Although their ideas, beliefs, and
ambitions vary, they are all forced to surrender to the laws and unspoken rules that maintain their
second-class citizenship. They are all judged the same and reduced to a set of standards that they
should abide by to claim proper citizenship. I then started to think about visual language, and how
I could utilize it to portray the notion of being unheard. Without the appropriate language, no
communication will be achieved.
Using Microsoft Word software, I replaced photographic portraits of Kuwaiti women with a set
of codes, pieces of information that look different but are subject to the same treatment and
expected to function the same way. The codes provide detailed information about each portrait
but none of it communicates their physical appearance or emotional state. Instead, I distill their
natural appearance into how they are expected to function. Most women in Kuwait are not only
physically veiled, covered, or erased in commercial products, but also ideologically concealed
and controlled by laws, rules, and social standards.

16

Figure 20. From series Codes of Proper Conduct, 2012

Figure 21. Codes of Proper Conduct installation view, SPAS Gallery, 2012
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The Veil and Visible Anonymity

The veil establishes physical, emotional, and mental barriers. Both veiled and non-veiled women
are subject to harsh societal judgment. For most Kuwaitis (middle to lower class), veiled women
are expected to be wholly righteous in thought and action, whereas non-veiled women are already
expected to do wrong since they have not reached ideal Kuwaiti womanhood (veiled). “Veiling
the mind” is a phrase artist Zineb Sedira used in describing the multifaceted perspectives of the
veil. She describes it as “an awareness of the cultural paradigms that inform our ideas around
sexuality, gender, and emotional space.”9

Shirin Neshat used the chador (the Iranian version of the
veil) in her photographic work to criticize its design as a
loose piece of cloth that covers a woman’s head and
entire body, leaving only the face exposed. Because of
its loose nature, the only way to keep the chador in place
is to hold it with both hands, thus making it difficult for
veiled women to function in public. Neshat
photographed herself wearing a veil, holding a rifle, and
covered with contemporary Farsi poems in Seeking
Martyrdom from the series Women of Allah (Fig. 22). In
this multilayered photograph, there is interplay between
femininity and masculinity, innocence and violence, and
reality and constructed realities. Islam is instantly
Figure 22. Shirin Neshat, Seeking
Martyrdom, 1995. Pen and ink on gelatin
silver print © Shirin Neshat

recognized in this photograph through the veil. The rifle
is no longer a mere symbol of war but instead a
metaphor of the battle of life fought by Middle Eastern

women. Although these women appear militant and armed, they seem innocent and calm; they
look vulnerable and powerful in the same instance.

9

David A. Bailey and Gilane Tawadros, eds. Veil: Veiling, Representation and Contemporary Art.
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003), 58.
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Full Stop
In the book Full Stop, I critique the veil utilizing a different method than Neshat’s, but discussing
similar ideas. The subject of Full Stop (Fig. 23) is the veil as visible anonymity. The veil hides a
woman’s hair, neck, and body, rendering her shapeless. In reality, it limits a woman’s physical
activity and imposes unspoken rules dictating a woman’s participation in any society. It is a
symbol of religious submission; it is also a sign of surrender and compliance. Using black circles
and dots, I illustrate my own representations of different material and spiritual symbols in book
form, including the veil, to critique the veil itself. I place the veil in a contemporary and historical
context to communicate its presence and actuality in many women’s lives.
I created this book to symbolize the physical and emotional weight the veil has on women. I rely
on size, captions, and the element of surprise. The book opens with quick studies (sketches) of
different symbols and captions such as, doorknob, sun, peach, hand of Fatima, chakras, and later
the veil. I represent the veil as a big black circle; drawing over it repeatedly so that it almost
seems like a black hole. The book ends abruptly with a representation of King Arthur’s
roundtable, which is a symbol of equality and justice. I chose the title Full Stop to visually
reference the circles and dots in the book. Conceptually, the title refers to the end of something,
like the ending of a sentence or a paragraph. In many ways, a woman’s life as she knows it ends
when she wears the veil.

Figure 23. Full Stop, 2011. Page spreads
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Portraits, Summer 2012

We are obligated to fight for everything, for our basic rights. If we have dreams, we have
to fight for them, if we have aspirations; they have to suit our family, society, then us. We
don’t have the freedom of choice, what we do have is persistence to reach what we want.
Not all of us are fighters; some gave up their identity. Society makes those women into
pessimists with no opinions of their own, followers of men. We are fighters because we
are not getting anything easy.
–

A Kuwaiti woman, 2011

I photograph Kuwaiti women to create an analysis of the discrepancy between what is visible and
what is invisible: their appearance and their identity. In Kuwaiti society, there is a sizable gap
between the truth and its disclosure in the public sphere. In this series, I employ this idea and
display portraits of Kuwaiti women without any clear indication of their identity except their
nationality. In the series Portraits, Summer 2012 (Fig. 24), I visualize middle class, upper middle
class, and upper class Kuwaiti women. Determining the women who belong to a specific class is
difficult, stressing the visual diversity in contemporary Kuwait. In this body of work, the social
norm becomes more complicated, where society is not the only form of authority but more so the
relationship between different social classes and social regulations.
Because there is a lack of freedom of verbal expression in Kuwait, women resort to composing an
image that only hints at their identity. Small details like blue nail polish or army pants become
indicators for the viewer to make assumptions about the subjects’ personality or sexuality. Details
are crucial in these portraits because I do not provide titles or apparent narratives. The veil is not
the only indicator of gender bias in Kuwait; it is merely a visual one. According to writer Leila
Ahmed, “...The veil came to comprehend significations far broader than merely the position of
women. Its connotations now encompassed issues of class and culture—the widening cultural
gulf between the different classes in society.”10
I chose to print the photographs on a large scale (36x36‘’) to make small details readily available
for the viewer to observe and to draw conclusions. My subjects are photographed alone in
outdoor environments to depict the loneliness that comes with being a Middle Eastern woman. It
is challenging to not be able to share ones beliefs, personality, ideals, sexuality, or ambitions with
10

Bailey and Tawadros, Veil, 42.
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ones family or society. Although the women in my photographs live in a society where they are
treated unfairly, they fight to live in normalcy, or at least appear normal.

Figure 24. Portraits, Summer, 2012, 2012.

Fatima Al Qadiri is a Kuwaiti artist who creates portraits quite different than mine, but she
discusses a similar idea as to how Kuwaiti women are perceived. Through reversing gender roles
in WaWa Series, she critiques the gender stereotypes assigned to Kuwaiti women. Al Qadiri
refers to the abundance of female pop star imagery and the lack of a visual of Arab lesbianism.11
She visualizes superficial gender assignments by portraying a butch/femme stereotype and selfinflicted patriarchy where the femme longs to appear like a pop icon and the butch appear like a
typical macho man.

11

“Fatima Al Qadiri.” Accessed November 23, 2012.
http://fatimaalqadiri.com/#/visual/collaboration/khalid-al-gharaballi/wawa-series-2011/file/dala3-in-vegas/
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Conclusion

Photographer Rineke Dijkstra has inspired my working process:
You always have to use your own fascinations as a starting point. It’s the same if you are
in a group of people: you will always look at the people who are the most interesting to
you. The same goes for photography, you have to photograph what you like. Passion is
really important.12
As an undergraduate student in Kuwait, I studied graphic design as a visual tool for problem
solving. Although several projects dealt with issues in Kuwait, none of them addressed social
issues. Nevertheless, I felt discomfort while carrying those projects to term and never looked back
at them after the assignments were over. At the time, I did not realize the source of my
discomfort, but when I moved to the U.S. to attend graduate school the reason became clear. I
needed physical distance and emotional space to be able to examine and critique my own culture.
The distance and space created a sense of detachment, which led me to realize that I was indeed
concerned with issues in Kuwait, especially regarding the status of women, but I was impeded by
my cultural involvement prior to my departure from Kuwait.
In creating work for 736,940, I was physically and emotionally removed from Kuwait. Although I
visited Kuwait to create work, I retained my feelings of removal and in turn translated them into
my work. Removal became an important aspect in my work, since it relates to the idea of
absence, and in this case it is the absence of women in Kuwaiti society: veiled, censored,
ideologically concealed, and virtually removed. All the bodies of work that comprise 736,940 are
removed from their original source; they were conceived in Kuwait (except for We Are Objects)
yet completed and exhibited in the U.S. In some works, such as What does it feel like? and Codes
of Proper Conduct, the removal is more evident.. The video interviews I shot for What does it feel
like? were edited, cropped, and rearranged to better communicate the complexity of Kuwaiti
women’s emotions and ideas about their culture and the emotional and intellectual conflicts
resulting from living in that culture.
In Codes of Proper Conduct, the photographic portraits were replaced by their code equivalent.
The portraits were digitally processed, coded, to further emphasize Kuwaiti women’s physical,

12

“A Conversation with Rineke Dijkstra,” accessed February 19, 2012, http://www.popphoto.com/howto/2008/12/conversation-rineke-dijkstra?page=full
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emotional, and intellectual anonymity and their absence as an essential part of Kuwaiti society.
These bodies of work were not only physically removed from Kuwait, but they were again
removed from their original form to create new meaning.
736,940 is a culmination of twenty-four years of living as a Kuwaiti daughter, sister, student, a
Kuwaiti person, and three years of living abroad. The social role that was automatically assigned
to me for being Kuwaiti created challenges and difficulties that still haunt me, as I am bound to
return. The liminal state where I live a double life —one is temporary (U.S.) and the other is
permanent (Kuwait) —is also challenging and difficult. Although I can temporarily live as a
person and not as a Kuwaiti person, the fear that it will end is always with me and it is why my
work occupies a liminal space.
Two quotes from the Quran13 exemplify important ideas that are overlooked by religious
authorities:
"I shall not lose sight of the labor of any of you who labors in My way, be it man or
woman; each of you is equal to the other.”14 [3:195]
“There shall be no coercion in matters of faith.”15 [2:256]
Kuwait is a religious country where tradition takes precedence over religious texts. Kuwaiti
traditions glorify men and control women. In my work, I examine these traditions by discussing
the different forms of authority as a cause and the different forms of anonymity as an effect.

Figure 25. 736,940 exhibition views, SPAS Gallery, 2012

13

The Quran is the central religious text of Islam, which Muslims believe to be the verbatim word of God.
Quran 3:195
15
Quran 2:256
14
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